Frostbite League – Winter Season 2011-2012
A thoroughly enjoyable Frostbite was shot today. The banter started before sighters, and carried on
through to the 36th arrow. Those first three arrows set the scene for the Frostbite… First end of
sighters: we’ve all shot high! It’s mild today, but not that mild. Oh well, twiddle away everyone and
take a couple of millimetres off those sights. ‘ow that’s not right!’ says Jonathan, ‘the bosses are on
the 30 yard marker, not the 30 metre!’ So bosses moved and sights back to normal, we reshot the
sighters ☺ Ten giggling Westcott Archers started shooting the round. Two or three ends in another
shout goes up, this time to ‘double boss’ because Hugh was getting sticky rubbery gunk on his
arrows from the carpet tile on the back off his boss! An ambulance was nearly called at this point as
Hugh was seen to open one of his many ‘quiver’ bars of chocolate, take a bite, make a face and
throw it away. Apparently they’ve been in there so long, they’d gone off. Doesn’t usually stop him!
Unfortunately for Cass, her muscles didn’t like the break she was forced to have when her work
called her to sort out a problem. But she finished the round, bravely standing on the line (nearly, but
for Jonathan, on her own), while the rest of us hovered in readiness to put the bosses away and get
to the bar ☺
The wind stayed away, even with us tempting fate with the ‘I don’t think I’ve ever shot a frostbite in
such calm conditions’ comments, and that is reflected in the good scores we achieved today.
Thanks go to Peter King for organising the league, and to everyone who helped double boss where
necessary and set up and put away the targets.
Here’s how we did:
Recurve Gents:
Jonathan
Phil
Hugh
Peter
John L
Adrian

330
326
310
306
242
290

Compound Gents:
Fergus

346

Compound Ladies:
Jan
Jean
Cass

333 (club record)
330
314

Good shooting everyone
JB 08.01.2012

JB 11.11.11

